Messier Open Clusters 1: “Kindergarten”
As interstellar clouds of dust and gas get perturbed and collide, parts of the clouds start to collapse into clusters of Pre-Main-Sequence (PMS) objects such as τ-Tauri (<2 solar mass) and Herbig Ae/Be (2-8
solar mass) stars; The gravitational contraction heats up the protostars to the point where they begin fusing hydrogen to helium. The new-born stars clear the surrounding dust and gas and then settle on the
zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) in the HRD. More massive stars (>8 solar mass) contract quickly into protostars, then ignite without a PMS stage and settle immediately as ZAMS objects.
The HRDs of the youngest Messier OCs are characterized by many PMS stars in the process of settling down on the MS, and some high mass O-B stars on the ZAMS (but none of these yet on the RGB).
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1.

Early star cluster formation (T=0): some of the lower mass stars are still in the τ Tauri phase while some
of the high-mass stars have reached the Main Sequence.

2.

Ten million years later, the highest mass O stars have used up all of their hydrogen and begin to evolve
off the Main Sequence.

3.

After 100 million years all of the O stars have gone supernova. The B stars begin to evolve off of the
Main Sequence.

4.

After 1 billion years all of the B stars that are massive enough have gone supernova and the rest have
evolved into red giants. The A stars begin to evolve off of the Main Sequence.

5.

After 5 billion years the G stars begin to evolve off of the Main Sequence.
The red giant branch is populated with some of the originally more massive stars.
Some of the first red giant stars that formed have already become white dwarfs.

6.

After 10 billion years the OBAFG stars are all missing from the Main Sequence, the red giant branch is
very well populated, and there are also many white dwarfs. Only K & M stars remain on the Main
Sequence.
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New-born galactic star clusters found embedded in the Messier-nebulae contain many pre-main
sequence (PMS) objects including protoplanetary young stellar objects (Herbig-Haro gas/dust YSO), τ -Tauri
stars and Herbig Ae/Be stars, as well as a population of young Hydrogen-burning stars that have just ignited
and settled in on the main sequence (MS). The most massive MS-stars in these clusters are the type O and
early-B stars, which are fast burning their Hydrogen, emitting strong and hot stellar winds that ionize the
surrounding gas clouds.

N.J.Wright: OB Associations and their origins. 18. Nov 2020, 2011.09483v1

After only 10 Myr the type-O stars have used up their Hydrogen and now start fusing Helium and evolve off
the ZAMS. Within 20 Myr, most new-born galactic clusters have dissipated their progenitor clouds of gas,
but their young age is still indicated by their massive hot stars now showing up as members of larger “OBAssociations”: remnants of galactic waves/feathers of hierarchically structured star forming regions, many
still with clear signs of triggered star formation through patches of emission nebulae and young star clusters.
An example of such a wave including Messier-objects is the SGR super star forming complex: Ser OB2
(N6604), Ser OB1 (M16, M17, M18) and SGR OB1 (Sim188, M8, N6530, N6523). Other examples are the
super star forming complexes found in the Orion Molecular Cloud (OMC), the Cepheus Strip and the
Cassiopeia Arc.
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M20 Trifid – 0.4 Myr

2019-06-30, 01:00, Loc DST, CEST (UT+2)
Temp.15°C, Hum. 97%, Dew Pt. 14°C
Moon 9% (27dy) below HZ, Nautical Dawn
SQM 17.0, NELM 4.6, Inner City Sky
Trsp. var 5/7, Seeing good 8/10
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6nm Hα, iPhone-5s, NightCap 9.4
½s Exp, 60s Ave, ISO 4000, Gain: high
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SNR G006.4-00.1
Supernova Remnant

The M20 H II nebula is a prime example of a very young, massive star forming region in a turbulent,
filamentary molecular cloud. The nearby supernova remnant W28 (now a strong radio source) presumably
triggered the formation of self-gravitating protostellar clusters in the dense core of the Trifid Nebula, which
now show up with strong emissions in thermal dust surrounded by ionized molecular gas.
A recent study identified 33 Trifid Concentrations (TC), 16 of which are currently forming intermediary mass
pre- and proto-stellar objects (cometary globules) in the shocked massive cores of the Trifid Nebula (especially
in the S Cloud TC4-concentration).

Molecular clouds in the Trifid nebula M20; K. Torii et al.
Tue, 21 Jun 2011, [astro-ph.SR], https://arxiv.org/abs/1106.3603v2

Star formation in the Trifid Nebula - Cores and filaments. ESO 2021, September 1, 2021
B. Lefloch J. Cernicharo & J.R. Pardo - Astronomy & Astrophysics manuscript no. ms5134.
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M17 White Swan – NGC 6618 1 Myr, SER OB1

SGR OB1 – M17 NGC 6618 Swan – 1 Myr

A deeply embedded newborn open cluster
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Star formation in M17 is widely distributed in the molecular cloud;
Hundreds of lower-mass protostars have been detected in stellar cores
around the central NGC 6618 new-born open cluster (such as: M17 N,
UC1 and KMO), and dozens of hot, high-mass stars have been detected
visually, including 14 type-O stars, 34 type early-B (B0-B3) stars and >100
proto-OB stars showing up in the IR- and X-ray spectrum.
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The stars that belong to the NGC 6618 OC are too young to generate
SN explosions, so the dynamics of the M17 nebula is formed by
interaction of stellar winds alone.
The young stellar population in M17 revealed by Chandra
Patrick S. Broos et. al., The Astrophysical Journal
Supplement Series, 169:353Y385, 2007 April
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M16 Eagle - NGC 6611 1.3 Myr, a young OC still embedded in an emission nebula
All the Messier Emission Nebulae are star-forming regions with embedded clusters containing very young stellar objects (YSO).
These clusters show pre-main sequence stars (PMS) such as low mass τ-Tauri, plus a well-defined main sequence (MS) with some hot
massive type O and early B stars at the blue end; It is these hot blue stars that are ionizing the gas in the nebulae.
NGC 6611 is such a very young (1.3 Myr) open cluster, still embedded in the star forming region M16 (the ionized "Eagle”).
It is part of the larger SER OB1-Association, that also includes M17 (“White Swan”) and M18 (NGC6613 ~ “Black Swan”).
LEFT is plotted the colour-magnitude diagram of the NGC 6611 members. The Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) is shown by a thick
continuous line. The isochrones for 1.3, 3.4 and 6 Myr are drawn with thin lines labelled with the corresponding ages (bold numbers).
Several Post-MS evolutionary tracks are also plotted (dashed lines, numbers in italics) and labelled with the corresponding model
masses (in solar units). The dotted-dashed line at the bottom labelled with bold italics 2 is the Pre-MS track of 2m. The horizontal
dashed line is the completeness limit of the sample.
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56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2017-05-26, 02:30; Loc DST, CEST (UT+2)
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NGC 6530 (M8) and NGC 6604
-- young OC still embedded
in interstellar dust and gas

Here are a couple of other very young OCs in
the SGR super star-forming complex:
•
NGC 660 in Sh2-54 (the Eagle’s Nest)
•
NGC 6530 in M8 (the Lagoon Nebula).
Attached are also the HR Colour-Magnitude
diagrams for these two new-born OCs.
RIGHT: The dotted lines are the solar metallicity
evolutionary tracks; the corresponding mass
value in solar mass units is given at the red end
of each track. The solid lines are the isochrones
for ages between 0.1 and 100 Myr, while the
dashed line is the ZAMS at the distance of the
cluster
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that has cleared its interstellar dust and gas

N2362 is an example of a very young OC that has cleared most of its
inter- and circumstellar dust. This shows up as a long, narrow and welldefined pre–main sequence (PMS) extending from early type-A stars to near
the hydrogen-burning limit, with a 5–9%. fraction of protostars showing
active accretion.
The NGC 2362 OC aka the τ CMa cluster (Caldwell 64) is only 4.5 Myr
young and located at a distance of 5.1 Kly (1.48 Kpc), close to the outer edge
of the Orion spiral arm. It is an extraordinary beautiful open cluster, known
as the “Northern Jewel Box” (O’Meara). Craig Crossen saw the cluster as: “a
heap of diamond chips around the brilliant multi-carat jewel Tau CMa”. It is
indeed a visually stunning OC, with a dozen of glinting sparks tightly
surrounding the blue-white radiant central 4.4m type O9 Ib supergiant Tau
CMa (30 CMa). The central O-star is itself a complex 5-body system, the main
companions being 2 very close stars (B: 10m|8.6” Sep, C: 14m|14.2” Sep), plus
a more distant star (D: 8m|85” Sep.).
For the best view with my glass eyepieces, I settle on the CZJ-10mm ortho,
yielding 75x (150x w. Barlow) @ ~0.5° FOV. The central giant is surrounded
by a dozen less luminous, twinkling cluster stars; τ CMa is of course clearly
seen with direct/photopic vision, while the fainter of the surrounding sparks
are best observed with indirect/scotopic vision. The contrast between these
objects gives rise to an interesting effect if you jiggle the telescope OTA a
little, where the bright afterimage of τ will stay on the retina for ½ second
while the background moves, giving the illusion of τ bouncing around in the
field like a Mexican jumping bean.

V-I
The type B2V D-component of τ
is clearly resolved visually (marked
on my drawing), but I’m not able
to separate the tight pair of type B
stars
(the
B-C-components)
forming the Beta-Lyrae type
eclipsing variable together with
the type O9 main star.

(Image Credit: Larry Mc @CN)

For more resolution I now click
over to the R2 electronic
“eyepiece” (136x). Energize!
Aaand – wow! -- I’m instantly
warped to a close-up view of this
magnificent cluster: a swarm of
bright, mostly early type-B stars
surround
the
hot
type-O
supergiant. I draw ~100 stars
concentrated in a triangular shape
at the centre of the 0.3° wide field.
Marvellous!

The Orion star forming region.

HITS Observatory, 56N 12E Denmark
2021-02-26 20:20 Local CEST (UT+1)

The Messier objects M42-M43 are part of a large star-forming filament called the OMC (the Orion Molecular
Cloud) located in our own Cyg-Ori spiral arm. Though M42-M43 are not traditionally listed as both emission nebulae
and open clusters, the OMC does -- just like the Sagittarius super star forming complex – contain a string of emission
nebulae with embedded young OCs: from the north N1981 and N1977, past OMC-2/3, M43, M42 down to N1980
and L1641-N towards the south.
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I’ll not here go into detail with the genesis and evolution of the Orion complex of nebulae and open star clusters,
but just briefly mention the two main OCs in the Orion-A molecular cloud:
•
the young ~4.5 Myr Iota-Orionis cluster (NGC 1980), which together with N1981 and N1977 are part of the
larger, and closer by Ori OB 1c subgroup. This cluster has cleared its envelope of gas and dust.
•
the very young ~0.3 Myr Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) with ~2000 mostly PMS members in the Ori OB1d
subgroup. This cluster is mostly still deeply embedded in the Ori-A molecular cloud.
The more evolved Ori OB1c subgroup with the N1980 OC
also contains ~2000 members; It is located in the foreground of
the OMC at a distance of ~400 pc, but it shows the same
kinematics as the Ori-A MC, so it was probably born in this star
forming complex around 5 Myr ago.
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RIGHT: IR photo of the ONC (Orion Nebula Cluster) with the
Trapezium and some of the 2000 other cluster member stars.
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BELOW: HR-Diagram showing the crowded low-mass PMS
protostars that will settle on the MS as cool type K and M stars.
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Stellar winds from N1980
may have contributed to
triggering the star formation
in the ONC Trapezium cluster
(Θ1 The Trap), around 0.3 Myr
ago, whereafter ionizing
radiation from this highdensity cluster of high-mass
hot stars have blown up the
thin blister on the front of the
Ori-A MC, which we today
see as the M42 Orion Nebula
at 412 pc distance.

